
At ProQuest, we recognize that news content is among users’ most sought-after primary source, so 
we are committed to offering the gold standard of historical news databases. With more than 50 
premier historical titles, ProQuest Historical Newspapers empower researchers to digitally travel 
back through centuries to become eyewitnesses to history. 

From leading issues and events, like the U.S. Civil War, immigration, westward expansion, industrial developments, race 
relations, and World War I and II; to local and regional politics, society, arts, culture, business, and sports, ProQuest Historical 
Newspapers reveals the day-to-day news coverage to researchers and historical explorers, providing invaluable insights and 
information to users from a wide range of subjects. 

Users can study the progression of issues over time through these historical newspaper pages, which include not only news 
articles, but photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, editorial cartoons, and so much more. 

No one does historical news like ProQuest. 

ProQuest Digitized Newspapers - 
Historical Newspapers



Historical Newspapers  
Years of Coverage
Title Years of Coverage PAL

U.S. Regional and National Newspapers
The Arizona Republican 1890-2007 1890-2007
The Atlanta Constitution 1868-1984 1868-1933†

Austin American Statesman 1871-1978* 1871-1925†

The Baltimore Sun 1837-1992* 1837-1931†

The Boston Globe 1872-1987* 1872-1987†

Chicago Tribune 1849-1995* 1849-1935†

The Christian Science Monitor 1908-2004* 1908-1994†

The Cincinnati Enquirer 1841-2009 1841-2009
Dayton Daily News 1898-1922 1898-1922
Detroit Free Press  1831-1999 1831-1999
Hartford Courant 1764-1992* 1764-1932†

The Indianapolis Star 1903-2004 1903-2004
Los Angeles Times 1881-2010* 1881-1950†

Louisville Courier-Journal 1830-2000 1830-2000
Minneapolis Star Tribune 1867-2001 1867-2001
Nashville Tennessean 1812-2002 1812-2002
The New York Times (1851-2015) with Index (1851-1993) 1851-2015* 1851-1938†

New York Tribune/Herald Tribune 1841-1962 1841-1962
Newsday 1940-1989* 1940-1989†

The Philadelphia Inquirer 1860-2001 1860-2001
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 1786-2003 1786-2003
San Francisco Chronicle 1865-1922 1865-1922
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 1874-2003 1874-2003
St. Petersburg Times/Tampa Bay Times 1901-2009 1901-2009
The Wall Street Journal 1889-2001* 1889-1937†

Washington Post 1877-2002* 1877-1937†

Historical International Newspapers
Chinese Newspaper Collection 1832-1953 1832-1953
South China Morning Post 1903-1998* 1903-1953†

The Globe and Mail 1844-2014* 1844-1964†

The Guardian and  
The Observer 

1821-2003 1821-1909†

1791-2003 1791-1909†

The Irish Times and  
Weekly Irish Times 

1859-2016* 1859-1931†

1876-1958 1876-1931†

The Jerusalem Post 1932-2008 1932-1978†

The Korea Times 1956-2016 1956-2016
The Scotsman 1817-1950 1817-1930†

The Times of India 1838-2008* 1838-2008†

Toronto Star 1894-2015* 1894-1964†

Historical Black Newspapers
Atlanta Daily World 1931-2003 1931-2003
The Baltimore Afro-American 1893-1988 1893-1988
Cleveland Call & Post 1934-1991 1934-1991
Chicago Defender 1910-1975 1910-1975
Los Angeles Sentinel 1934-2005 1934-2005
New York Amsterdam News 1922-1993 1922-1993
The Norfolk Journal and Guide 1921-2003 1921-2003
The Philadelphia Tribune 1912-2001 1912-2001
Pittsburgh Courier 1911-2002 1911-2002

*Additional year of content added annually †Additional year of content added annually



Historical Newspapers  
Years of Coverage

*Additional year of content added annually †Additional year of content added annually

Historical American Jewish Newspapers
The American Hebrew and Jewish Messenger 1857-1922 1857-1922
The American Israelite 1854-2000 1854-1927†

The Jewish Advocate 1905-1990 1905-1990
Jewish Exponent 1887-1990 1887-1990

Specialty Historical Newspaper Collections
Civil War Era 1840-1865 1840-1865
Communist Historical Newspaper Collection 1919-2013 1919-2013

 



Historical U.S. National  
and Regional Newspapers
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The Arizona Republican (1890-2007)
The state’s largest newspaper

FROM THE DUST of the territory’s new capital, Phoenix, The Arizona Republican arose in 1890 to ultimately become the 
state’s largest newspaper. Fighting for business, publishers of the area’s early papers often dueled for readership with 
colorful, sometimes combative language and sensationalized stories. In one instance, it went further than words; someone 
actually shot at Edwin S. Gill, one of the Republican’s first editors. 

Delivering news about a changing world to its readers, The Arizona Republican focused on local and national politics and ways 
to make the territory a better place to live. It was instrumental in the campaign for Arizona statehood, which was achieved      
in 1912. 

Reporting on events taking place shortly after the surrender of Apache Chief Geronimo and the fighting of the Mexican 
Revolution, to America’s entry into World War I, the founding of the Grand Canyon National Park, and the roots of today’s 
immigration debates, this historical newspaper provides readers and researchers with a unique view of history from a 
Southwestern perspective. 

 Curriculum Focus

• American history  

• Arts  

• Culture  

• Economics    

• Government  

• History  

• Multidisciplinary   

• Political Science 

• Urban Planning

• U.S. Migration 

Why The Arizona Republican? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
Arizona Republican, which offers coverage of 1890-2007, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Atlanta Constitution (1868–1984)
The South’s major daily newspaper

AS THE ONLY major daily newspaper in the Atlanta area, The Atlanta Constitution provides a fascinating glimpse into 
the political, economic, cultural, and social life of the southeastern United States from Reconstruction through the late                  
20th century. 

Via ProQuest Historical Newspapers, researchers can explore the paper’s perspective on local events of major international 
significance, from post-Civil War Reconstruction, to the first taste of Coca-Cola in 1886, to the Race Riots of 1907, the Civil Rights 
sit-ins of the 1960s, and the election of the first black mayor in 1973. 

The Atlanta Constitution is vital for history, business, literature, and culture research into topics such as: 

• Post-Civil War reconstruction

• The voting rights of slaves

• Civil Rights Movement

• Racial desegregation 

• Industrial and economic development in the New South

• The history of the Coca-Cola Company

• The rise of the city as a convention center 

• The origin of Uncle Remus stories

• Launch of CNN

• The premiere of “Gone with the Wind” 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Anthropology

• Business

• Communication

• Culture

• Government

• History

• Human Development

• Journalism

• Literature

• Marketing

• Media Studies

• Political Science

• Sociology

Why The Atlanta Constitution? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of events, people, places over time by browsing 
issues of The Atlanta Constitution, which offers coverage of 1868-1984, including news articles, photos, advertisements, 
classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Austin American Statesman (1871–1978)
Newspaper of the Lone Star state’s capital

AS THE LEADING newspaper in the capital of Texas, the historical Austin American Statesman provides researchers with 
unique insights into the political, economic, cultural, and social life of this important state, as well as the southwest U.S. from 
the late 19th through the 20th century. The paper has strong central Texas coverage, especially for political reporting. 

Founded in 1871, the newspaper started out as the Democratic Statesman. Its political origins were based on the state’s 
Democratic Party. By 1873 the paper began daily morning publication, and in 1914 the Democratic Statesman took over the 
Austin Tribune. The newly consolidated paper began to publish each afternoon as the Austin Statesman and Tribune. And, in 
November 1973, the Austin American and the Austin Statesman were combined and became the Austin American Statesman. 

Topics covered include: 

• Reconstruction Period of Texas 
• Development of Austin as a primary railroad hub of the southwestern U.S. 
• Founding and growth of the University of Texas 
• Austin Dam collapse 
• Evolution of Austin as the state capital 

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology
• Business
• Communication
• Culture
• Government

• History
• Human Development
• Journalism
• Literature
• Marketing

• Media Studies
• Political Science
• Sociology 
• U.S. Studies

Why the Austin American Statesman? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of events, people, and places over time by 
browsing this easily accessible primary source historical material from 19th to 20th century Texas. Full issues of the Austin 
American Statesman, which offers coverage of 1871-1978, are available, including news articles, photos, advertisements, 
classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Baltimore Sun (1837–1992)
A paper devoted to the news that most directly affected the lives of its readers

FOUNDED BY ARUNAH Shepherdson Abell as a paper devoted to the news that most directly affected the lives of its readers, 
The Baltimore Sun’s history is among the most distinguished in American journalism. It represented this bustling port city 
by reporting on pivotal issues and events of the 19th and early 20th centuries: immigration, the slave trade, commerce, the 
Civil War, Washington D.C. politics (The Baltimore Sun began publishing 40 years before the Washington Post), Americana, and 
literature. H.L. Mencken, the “Sage of Baltimore” and one of the most influential American writers of the early 20th century, 
wrote for this renowned newspaper. 

Provide genealogists, researchers, and scholars with online, easily searchable first-hand accounts and unparalleled coverage 
of the politics, society, and events of the time, now available from ProQuest. 

Curriculum Focus

• American Studies

• Commerce

• Immigration

• Literature

• Slavery 

• The Civil War

• Washington Politics

Why The Baltimore Sun? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
The Baltimore Sun, which offers coverage of 1837-1992, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Boston Globe (1872–1987)
A window through which to study New England and American history

THE DEVASTATING 1872 Boston fire. The suspenseful 1893 Lizzie Borden ax murder trial. The catastrophic 1919 police 
strike. Mid-twentieth century decline and renewal. These dramatic stories as well as accounts of everyday life in historical 
New England await your online researchers in the digitized pages of The Boston Globe (1872-1987), part of ProQuest’s            
Historical Newspapers. 

In the late 1800s and early 1900s, Boston, already one of America’s largest cities, was struggling to absorb the immigrants 
that continued to pour onto its shores. It was a time of rapid industrialization, technological innovation, and urban 
development. It also was an era that saw a dramatic rise in the cost of living, the deterioration of labor relations, and an 
increase in poverty and crime. By the mid-twentieth century, Boston had entered a period of decline, which was followed by 
controversial urban renewal projects and an economic boom in the 1970s. 

Whether your researchers are interested in genealogy, “Yankee” perspectives on local and national events, politics, culture, 
urban development, business, religion, or other topics, The Boston Globe provides a window through which to study firsthand 
this fascinating time and place in American history. 

Curriculum Focus

• Business

• Culture

• Genealogy

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary 

• Politics

• Urban Development

Why The Boston Globe? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
The Boston Globe, which offers coverage of 1872-1987, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Chicago Tribune (1849–1995)
A chronicle of Chicago’s dramatic history

WHEN FIRST INCORPORATED, Chicago was a swampy little town populated only by a few hundred people. Soon after, 
the historical Chicago Tribune (1849-1995) began chronicling the city’s challenges, achievements, and evolution into one of 
America’s finest cities. 

The Chicago Tribune provided detailed accounts of the Great Fire of 1871, which killed hundreds, nearly destroyed the city, 
resulted in many reforms, and spurred new growth. In 1893 and 1909, the newspaper’s special Chicago Jubilee issues 
described and celebrated the city’s tremendous progress. It also reported on the Progressive Movement, followed the works 
of Nobel Peace Prize-winning social reformer Jane Addams, exposed the activities of mobsters like Al Capone, and reported 
on the city’s machine politics. To incisively convey ideas, opinions, and emotions, the Chicago Tribune relied on Pulitzer Prize-
winning John T. McCutcheon’s editorial cartoons. 

To trace the development of Chicago and the Midwest, and to study subjects as diverse as politics, architecture, social reform, 
and art, start with the historical Chicago Tribune. 

Curriculum Focus

• Architecture

• Development of Mid-west

• History

• Multidisciplinary 

• Politics

• Social Reform

Why the Chicago Tribune? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the 
Chicago Tribune, which offers coverage of 1849-1995, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Christian Science Monitor (1908–2004)
The human element behind global events

AFTER BEING PROVOKED by Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World newspaper for her unconventional religious ideas, 87-year-
old Mary Baker Eddy founded The Christian Science Monitor. In contrast to the yellow journalism of the day, this newspaper’s 
directive was to “injure no man, but to bless all mankind.” Over the decades, her newspaper has earned many awards for 
journalistic excellence — including, ironically, several “Pulitzer” Prizes. 

With the exception of publishing one religious article each day at the request of the pioneering Mrs. Eddy, The Christian Science 
Monitor provides secular, balanced coverage of international news and events, as a public service. For more than 100 years, its 
staff writers and correspondents around the world have reported on wars, scientific discoveries, human rights abuses, political 
campaigns, the arts, the environment, and people trying to make a positive difference. 

Curriculum Focus

• Arts

• Business

• Communications

• Culture

• Economics

• Government

• History

• International Studies

• Journalism

• Media Studies

• Military History

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Science and Technology

• Sociology

• U.S. History

Why The Christian Science Monitor? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
Christian Science Monitor, which offers coverage of 1908-2004, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified 
ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Cincinnati Enquirer (1841–2009)
News from the Perspective from an Early Western Boomtown

WHEN THE CINCINNATI Enquirer printed its first issue 1841, the thriving city – the nation’s 6th largest in the mid-19th century - 
was known as “The Queen of the West.” A remarkable period of rapid growth, epitomizing the expansive spirit of the country at 
large, gave The Cincinnati Enquirer a unique perspective to report on international, national and regional news.

Sports, music, historic architecture and unique culinary staples, like “Cincinnati Chili” (which is served over spaghetti) and 
Goetta (a German-inspired fried meat and grain sausage) are central to the city’s culture. Cincinnati’s major league baseball 
team, the Cincinnati Reds, originated as America’s first professional baseball team, the Cincinnati Red Stockings. A vibrant 
jazz scene, which continues to the present day, contributed to the careers of such luminaries and Louis Armstrong, Jellyroll 
Morton and Hoagy Carmichael. Additionally, several Fortune 500 companies are headquartered in Cincinnati, including Procter 
& Gamble, Kroger and Macy’s, Inc.

The digitized pages of this historic newspaper (1841-2009) provide researchers from a range of studies, including history, 
political science, economics and genealogy, with reports on world affairs, national events and a record of regional topics 
related to agriculture, manufacturing, government and people from the exciting, dynamic viewpoint of a quintessential  
western boomtown.

Curriculum Focus

• Agriculture
• Arts & Culture 
• Economics  
• Government  

• History
• Multidisciplinary
• Sports History
• Political Science

• Urban Planning
• U.S. History
• U.S. Migration

Why The Cincinnati Enquirer? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of full-text, full image issues over time 
by browsing issues of The Cincinnati Enquirer, which offers coverage of 1841-2009, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: OOffered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Dayton Daily News (1898–1922)
Insights into the political and social history of Ohio and the wider U.S. 

KNOWN AS THE “Birthplace of Aviation,” Dayton has long been associated with the history of invention, patents, and 
manufacturing. The Wright brothers, the creators of the world’s first successful airplane, hailed from Dayton and the city was 
the epicenter of other manufacturing innovations, such as the development of the electronic cash register and the electrical 
starter motor in the early 20th century. Since 1898, the Dayton Daily News has reported on these developments and more as 
the evening paper for the residents of Dayton, Ohio, United States. Its pages offer researchers a fascinating glimpse into the 
history and economic, cultural, and social life of the Ohio, the U.S., and the world from the late 19th century onwards. 

Topics covered include: 

• The birth of aviation research and development 

• The industrial development of the U.S. and Dayton’s pivotal role

• The Great Dayton Flood, and advances in hydrological engineering 

• The advent of the American Professional Football Association (precursor to the NFL) 

Curriculum Focus

• American History  

• Arts  

• Business  

• Culture  

• Economics  

• Engineering

• Government  

• History  

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science 

• Sports History

• Urban Planning 

Why the Dayton Daily News? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the 
Dayton Daily News, which offers coverage of 1898-1922, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Detroit Free Press (1831-1999) 
“On Guard Since 1831” in the Motor City

TEN PULITZER PRIZES. Four Emmy Awards. One hundred and sixty-eight years of coverage. The first issue of the Detroit 
Free Press came hot off the presses on May 5, 1831 as The Democratic Free Press and Michigan Intelligencer, before Michigan 
had even entered statehood. This historic newspaper was first in many ways: First U.S. newspaper to print a regular Sunday 
edition. First U.S. newspaper to publish court testimony. It sent reporters to Civil War battlefields to describe the action, set up 
a Washington bureau to report on politics, and was the first American newspaper published in Europe when it began a London 
edition in 1881. 

Scholars of labor relations, union history, and the automotive industry will find the Free Press a fundamental and must-
have resource for insight on the birth of the Motor City, development of the United Automobile Workers (UAW) and auto 
manufacturing. Art and architecture. The race riots of 1943 and 1967. The Detroit Tigers. Stevie Wonder and The Supremes. In 
addition to these defining characteristics of Detroit, the Free Press also provides the scoop on national and international events 
from a regional perspective, as well as detailed coverage of daily life in the community. 

Curriculum Focus:  

• African-American Studies

• American Studies

• Anthropology

• Business

• Culture

• Economics 

• Government

• History

• Human Development

• International Studies

• Journalism

• Labor Relations

• Music

• Political Science

• Sociology

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

• U.S. History and Immigration

Why the Detroit Free Press? 
• Full access to this historical newspaper — Every part of every page: Users can study the progression of events over time by 

browsing full-text, full-image issues of The Detroit Free Press, which offers coverage of 1831-1999, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers.  

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by page and article. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download 
articles and images in PDF format.     

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Hartford Courant (1764–1992)
A front-row seat to the American Revolution

AMERICA’S LONGEST CONTINUOUSLY published newspaper, the Hartford Courant is literally older than the nation. It provides 
historians and other researchers a front-row seat from which to view the birth of an independent nation. 

In the Courant’s pages, today’s researchers will find firsthand accounts of colonists’ reaction to the Stamp Act, reports of the 
Boston Tea Party, and a copy of the Declaration of Independence. The newspaper’s existence was so crucial to the rebels’ 
cause during the American Revolution that when its paper mill burned, the Connecticut legislature authorized a lottery to build 
a new mill. 

This publication also chronicles slavery in the United States, capturing the complexity of the debate by simultaneously 
publishing ads for the capture of fugitive slaves and writing in opposition of the Fugitive Slave Act. It became a staunch 
supporter of Abraham Lincoln’s 1860 presidential campaign. 

To study life in the U.S. from its very formation during the American Revolution, to its near collapse during the Civil War, and to 
its growth throughout the 20th century, start here, with ProQuest. 

Curriculum Focus

• Business

• Economics

• Government

• History

• Military History

• Multidisciplinary 

• Political Science

• U.S. History

Why the Hartford Courant? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the 
Hartford Courant, which offers coverage of 1764-1992, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Indianapolis Star (1903–2004)
For 100 years, the largest paper in Indiana

LEARN ABOUT THE 1903 train wreck involving the Purdue University football team, relive the excitement of the town’s first 500-
mile automobile race in 1911, explore local coverage of one of the most lauded speeches of the 20th century, delivered by Robert 
F. Kennedy following the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968.

These iconic moments in history are among the people and events covered in The Indianapolis Star, the largest paper in Indiana, 
and a staunch a watchdog and advocate for its community. Three times it has been honored with a Pulitzer Prize — once for 
meritorious public service and twice for investigative reporting. In 1975, the Star was honored for its 1974 series on corruption 
within the Indianapolis Police Department. It was cited again in 1991 for its 1990 series on medical malpractice.

Serious researchers and casual readers alike also will be interested in the photographs and illustrations captured in this historical 
newspaper’s pages.  

Curriculum Focus

• Arts & Culture

• Business

• Economics 

• Government

• History

• Media Studies 

• Multidisciplinary 

• Political Science 

• Sports History

Why The Indianapolis Star? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of events over time by browsing full-text, full 
image issues of The Indianapolis Star, which offers coverage of 1903-2004, including news articles, photos, advertisements, 
classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Los Angeles Times (1881–2010)
Chronicle of a century of America’s westward expansion

RAILS CONNECT EAST and West for the first time. Oil is discovered in Los Angeles. Immigrants come ashore from Japan 
and China, as former slaves arrive from the South and Latinos arrive from Mexico. Aviation and moviemaking take flight. 
Los Angeles hosts the Olympic Games — twice. Shipbuilding and citrus growing become major industries. Local companies 
Wham-O and Mattel give birth to the Hula Hoop and Barbie. The city hosts the first Super Bowl. And, the historical Los Angeles 
Times (1881-2010) records it all. 

The Los Angeles Times delivers unique coverage of the development of Southern California and the American West. Follow 
reporter Charles Lummis as he walks from Cincinnati to Los Angeles, recording his travels and providing a unique glimpse 
into Native American life. Read the Annual Trade Number Edition (published 1886-1962), which promoted Southern California 
to prospective immigrants from the East and Midwest. Review the “Noticias en Espanol” news summary column (published 
1922-1933), which served the Times’ Spanish-speaking audience. 

To explore the historical West without ever leaving the computer, start here. 

Curriculum Focus

• Agriculture and Environment

• Arts and Media

• Business

• Film Studies

• History

• Immigration

• Industrial Development

• Journalism

• Sports History

Why the Los Angeles Times? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the 
Los Angeles Times, which offers coverage of 1881-2010, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Louisville Courier-Journal  (1830–2000)
Kentucky’s newspaper of record. 10 Pulitzer Prizes

THOMAS EDISON. The Kentucky Derby. Strip mining. Prohibition. Decades of natural disaster, including the devastating 
tornado of 1890 and the Ohio River flood in 1937. Louisville’s Courier-Journal offers award-winning in-depth coverage of the 
pivotal people and events who shaped the local region, and made an impact on the rest of the world. 

In the early decades of the 20th century, the Courier-Journal became a forum for conflict when it was purchased by liberal 
Robert Worth Bingham whose views clashed with the longtime conservative editor, Henry Watterson. The paper went on 
to become a progressive voice in southern politics, championing causes such as public education, equal rights for blacks 
and advocating for the poor of Appalachia. The Courier-Journal became the first U.S. daily newspaper to appoint a woman 
managing editor when Carol Sutton accepted the position in 1974.

For researchers seeking an authoritative regional perspective on national and international events, as well as local 
perspectives on community news, the digitized pages of this newspaper (1830-2000) are a valuable resource in a variety of 
fields, including history, political science, African-American studies, genealogy and more. 

Curriculum Focus

• African American Studies

• Agriculture

• American History 

• Culture  

• Economics  

• Genealogy

• Government 

• History 

• Political Science 

• Sports

• Industrialization

• The U.S. Civil War

Why the Courier-Journal? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of events over time by browsing full-text, 
full-image issues of the Louisville Courier-Journal, which offers full-run coverage of 1830-2000, including news articles, 
photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by page and cross-search key words in context article. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with 
hit-term highlighting, high-resolution grey-scale images, and search and download in PDF format.  

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/


Minneapolis Star Tribune (1867-2001)
Award-winning news from the City of Lakes

PRINCE. BOB DYLAN. Husker Du. The Andrews Sisters. These musicians are just some of the many notable people – 
including artists, activists, scientists and politicians – who have contributed to the progressive, independent and creative 
climate of Minneapolis. Researchers will find robust primary source insights on the development of this slice of American 
culture in the city’s long time newspaper, the Minneapolis Star Tribune. 

Early issues of the Star Tribune also document the rise of Minneapolis as a business hub, with coverage of growth in flour- 
and graining-milling industries, culminating in the foundation of General Mills, Pillsbury and the Washburn-Crosby Company. 
Related stories trace the railroad boom of the late 1800s, the debut of the first hydroelectric power plant in 1882, and the 
advent of worker protection laws resulting from the Teamsters strike of 1934.

Other regional topics that reflect national and internationals trends of the times include news about gangsters and 
bootleggers during Prohibition, as well as civil rights activities in response to anti-Semitism, backlash against the first major 
party Black candidate for the city’s mayor, and the establishment of the American Indian Movement for the advancement of 
Native Americans.  

Curriculum Focus

• African American Studies

• Agriculture

• Arts & Culture 

• Business

• Civil Rights

• Industrialization  

• Journalism

• Labor Relations 

• Music

• Native American Studies 

• Political Science 

• Sports

• Technology

• Urban Planning

• U.S. History

Why The Minneapolis Star Tribune? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Every part of every page: Users can study the progression of events over time by 
browsing full-text, full-image issues of The Minneapolis Star Tribune, which offers coverage from 1867-2001 including news 
articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and 
events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of    historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Digitized at the page level, users can focus on relevant information 
quickly with hit-term highlighting, searchable PDFs, and image downloads in PDF format.  

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Nashville Tennessean (1812–2002)
National, International and Regional News from “The Volunteer State”

NASHVILLE’S PRIMARY NEWSPAPER emerged during a defining period in the history of Tennessee, the same year the War 
of 1812 was declared on Britain and the state established its enduring political and military legacy. Tennesseans volunteered 
en masse (hence the nickname “The Volunteer State”) to help defend the nation’s “Lower Country” under the command of Maj. 
Gen. Andrew Jackson. Through to the victory at the Battle of New Orleans in 1815, the publication (then known as the Nashville 
Whig) provided in-depth coverage of a war close to its readers’ hearts.

Nashville’s other nickname, “Music City USA” is inspired by legendary country music landmarks and attractions found there, 
including  the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum, Belcourt Theatre, and Ryman Auditorium, the original home of the 
Grand Ole Opry. Additionally, the city is known as “The Hot Chicken Capital” after a spicy local take on fried chicken which is 
celebrated during the Hot Chicken Festival each year in Nashville.

Beyond major events covering nearly two centuries, including the state’s pivotal role in the American Civil War, and other 
national and international news, the digitized pages of The Nashville Tennessean (1812-2002) provide unique historical insight 
into the  regional issues and concerns, such as local government, industrialization, prohibition, and racial struggles. This 
diverse, easily-accessible primary source material is an invaluable tool for effective research by users in almost any field.

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts & Culture

• Civil Rights

• Economics

• Government

• Industrialization

• Political Science

• Military History

• Multidisciplinary

• Music History

• U.S. History

Why The Nashville Tennessean? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing full-text, 
full-image issues of The Nashville Tennessean, which offers coverage of 1812-2002, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers.

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The New York Times (1851–2015)  
with Index (1851–1993)
The definitive record of the day

KNOWN AS “AMERICA’S NEWSPAPER” for more than a century, The New York Times has also commanded international 
readership. The world news and personal stories captured by this Pulitzer Prize-winning newspaper for nearly 170 years are 
available online from ProQuest so researchers anywhere can browse and search the digitized pages of this definitive record of 
the day. 

Incorporated into the digitized newspaper is the historic The New York Times Index. The digitized Index allows users to 
search on and view terms exactly as they appeared in the New York Times print index and newspaper articles. The ProQuest 
digitization effort was true to the time, reflecting the vocabulary and issues of the age. More than 3 million digitized index 
terms are available. Researchers can move beyond key words to search for articles by subject, company, location, person, or 
creative work. Research outcomes are further enhanced through the addition of abstracts, detailed citation information, as 
well as topic headings for further exploration. 

From the digitized pages of The New York Times explore the: 

• Arrival of immigrants to America’s shores

• Rise and fall of global financial markets

• Introduction of the mass-produced automobile, television, space travel, and medical innovations

• Causes and effects of the Civil War in the 1800s to the war on terrorism in this century 

• From Beijing to Bangalore, nearly 30,000 graduate works spanning 40 countries have referenced The New York Times since 
2000 in the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global database, citing critical findings from its pages on topics as diverse as 
music, management, anthropology, computer science, military history, and more. 

Curriculum Focus

• American History

• Arts

• Business

• Communications

• Culture

• Economics

• English

• Fashion

• Finance

• Government

• History

• Human Development

• International Studies

• Journalism

• Literature

• Marketing

• Media Studies

• Military History

• Multidisciplinary

• Music

• Political Science

• Science 

• Sociology

• Sports

• Technology

• Theatre



The New York Times with Index Historical Newspaper continued

Why The New York Times with Index? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Researchers can study the progression of events over time by browsing issues 
of The New York Times, which offers coverage from 1851-2015, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified 
ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more. And, with the addition of the digitized The New York Times Index, researchers can search 
on and view terms exactly as they appeared in The New York Times print index and newspaper articles. The ProQuest 
digitization effort was true to the time, reflecting the vocabulary and issues of the age. More than 3 million digitized index 
terms are available for searching.

• Enhanced historical perspectives with The New York Times Index. The Index includes:

• Topic Browse: A robust topic browse that allows researchers to scan for index terms, scan topic categories, or create 
a direct search for articles on a specific topic.  The topics link directly to the newspaper content for which The New York 
Times staff created the index entries. Common topics lead to multiple newspaper articles that can be sorted or narrowed 
by date or sub-topic, as noted by The New York Times indexers.

• Advanced Search: Users can search on five categories:  Person, Organization/Company, Subject, Location, and Creative 
Work.  These terms can be found in the drop down menu with the Advanced Search and also in the More Search Options 
section.  These terms, unique to the Index, are designated with an asterisk. 

• Enhanced Abstracts:  article abstracts feature additional information which not only provides more information about 
the article itself, but also can guide users through their search. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this essential leading U.S. title, but users can find a broader view of events, 
people, and places by cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical and contemporary news sources as well as other                  
historical resources.

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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New York Tribune (1841–1962)
Coverage of key events of the 19th and 20th centuries

HORACE GREELEY, FOUNDER of the New York Tribune, was arguably one of the most colorful and powerful publishers of his 
time. His editorials influenced the abolishment of slavery, plagued presidents and politicians, and encouraged the settlement 
of the West. His newspaper featured revolutionary thinkers such as Margaret Fuller, Karl Marx, and Friedrich Engels. Reform-
minded Greeley, whose newspaper had a circulation of more than a quarter of a million by the 1860s, helped form the 
Republican Party and ran for president in 1872. 

Today’s knowledge seekers will find ProQuest’s coverage of the New York Tribune ideal for researching key events of the 19th 
and 20th centuries, from pre-Civil War tensions and U.S. internationalism to the fight for women’s rights and the completion 
of the Panama Canal. In addition to politics and reform, this newspaper also reports on the arts, New York society, sports, 
business and finance, and much more, making it a valuable resource for scholars in many fields. 

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology

• Arts

• Business

• Finance

• Communication

• Culture

• Economics

• Government

• History

• Human Development

• Journalism

• Literature

• Marketing

• Media Studies

• Political Science

• Sociology 

• Sports

• U.S. Studies

Why the New York Tribune? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing this easily 
accessible primary source historical material that covers key events of the 19th and 20th centuries. Full issues of the New 
York Tribune, which offers coverage of 1841-1962, are available, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified 
ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of events, people, and places by 
cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Newsday (1940–1989)
A view of suburban America in the post-World War II era

AS THE LARGEST suburban newspaper in the United States, Newsday provides a fascinating glimpse into the political, 
economic, cultural, and social life of the New York metropolitan area and northeastern United States during the post-World 
War II period. 

Newsday has won an incredible 19 Pulitzer Prizes in the areas of editorials, commentaries, investigative reporting, editorial 
cartooning, and international reporting, and has been a finalist for 20 more. The newspaper’s extensive list of special sections 
and daily magazines excellently serves the day-to-day need of its diverse Long Island readership. Newsday has three domestic 
bureaus and five foreign bureaus to bring its readers award winning international news along with specialized local, state, and 
national coverage.

From the digital pages of Newsday explore:

• World War II and the aftermath
• The Vietnam War era, conflicts, and protests
• Crime and corruption in Long Island
• African famine
• Narcotics in the United States and abroad
• The evolution and growth of the New York metropolitan area

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology
• Business
• Communication
• Communist Studies
• Culture

• Government
• History
• Human Development
• Journalism
• Literature

• Marketing
• Media Studies
• Political Science
• Sociology

Why Newsday? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Researchers can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
Newsday, which offers coverage of 1940-1989, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, 
cartoons, and more. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this Pulitzer Prize winning title, but users can find a broader view of events, 
people, and places by cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers and contemporary news, as well as other       
historical resources. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author, and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/


The Philadelphia Inquirer (1860-2001)
Third-oldest surviving newspaper in the U.S. 

THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER, one of the longest surviving daily newspapers in the United States, is known for its coverage of 
the American Civil War that was popular with readers on both sides; its published works by Charles Dickens and Edgar Allen 
Poe; and its reporting of breaking news in the city, country, and around the world.

From the first shots fired upon Fort Sumter and the start of the Civil War, to the assassination of civil rights advocate Octavius 
V. Catto over the right for Blacks to vote; from the flu pandemic of 1918 that killed 12,000 Philly residents in one month — and 
675,000 in all nationwide — to the debut of a local dance show, American Bandstand in 1952, The Philadelphia Inquirer offers a 
regional perspective of an exceptionally unique mix of historical events as they unfolded. 

For researchers on a range of subjects, such as American History and culture, African American studies, literature and 
economics, the digitized pages of this prestigious newspaper — founded with an editorial commitment to the right of a 
minority to set forth its opinions, “however discordant they may be with those of the majority” — are an accessible, insightful, 
invaluable resource. 

Curriculum Focus

• American History 

• Arts and Literature

• Culture  

• Economics  

• Government  

• Industrialization

• Military History

• Political Science 

• Sports

• World History

Why The Philadelphia Inquirer? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
Philadelphia Inquirer, which offers coverage of 1860-2001, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Digitized at the page level, users can focus on relevant information 
quickly with hit-term highlighting, searchable PDFs, and image downloads in PDF format.  

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/


Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (1786-2003)
Historical perspectives from the “Gateway to the West”

NEARLY AS OLD as the United States itself, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette performed one of its initial acts of public service by 
printing the newly adopted Constitution of the United States in 1787. Then a four-page weekly produced on a wooden press, 
Post-Gazette was the first newspaper to make the dangerous journey by wagon over the mountains  from Philadelphia.

The Post-Gazette went on to offer leading coverage of the U.S. westward expansion into Ohio and the Northwest Territory, the 
political unrest leading to the U.S. Civil War, and the industrial revolution—from coal mining to the  rise of the steel industry. 
Andrew Carnegie. Henry Clay Fricke. Andrew Mellon. H.J. Heinz. United States Steel Corp. The Homestead Steel Strike. The 
Pittsburgh Steelers. Carnegie-Mellon Library. And so much more. All covered in the pages of the historical Post-Gazette.

Today, the daily publication – winner of six Pulitzer Prizes since 1938 – is the largest daily newspaper serving metropolitan 
Pittsburgh. Reporting news in a city that was once considered the industrial center of a nation, and now considered an 
education and medical hub, this newspaper offers researchers valuable regional perspectives on international, national and 
local news. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies 

• American Studies

• Anthropology  

• Business  

• Culture 

• Economics  

• Government

• History

• Industrialization

• Journalism

• Labor Relations 

• Political Science

• Sociology

• Sports History

Why the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette: 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of events over time by browsing issues of the 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette which offers coverage of 1786-2003, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and 
events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers.  

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Digitized at the page level, users can focus on relevant information 
quickly with hit-term highlighting, searchable PDFs, and image downloads in PDF format.   

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation...Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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San Francisco Chronicle (1865–1922)
Chronicling Western expansion, growth, and immigration 

NOT EARTHQUAKES, NOT FIRES, not even the murder of one of its owners by a minister could stop the independent and 
often irreverent presses of the San Francisco Chronicle. Founded by two teenage brothers in 1865 when the West was still wild, 
this newspaper lets researchers travel back in time to experience the completion of the transcontinental railroad, the Klondike 
gold rush, the San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906, America’s entry into World War I, and many other events that shaped 
both the City by the Bay and the United States. 

During its first five decades, the San Francisco Chronicle presented issues from a young, Northwestern perspective, giving 
researchers a window through which to study westward expansion, Chinese immigration, machine politics, urban planning, 
war, public policy, and more. 

Mark Twain, Bret Harte, Jack London, and Rex Beach are among the writers who contributed to the San Francisco Chronicle’s 
pages — some without benefit of a byline — during the early years. To trace San Francisco’s history from a muddy frontier 
town full of pistol-packing pioneers and corrupt politicians, through its entry into the Roaring ‘20s, start here. 

Curriculum Focus

• American History 

• Arts 

• Business 

• Communications 

• Culture 

• Economics 

• English 

• Government 

• History 

• International Studies   

• Journalism 

• Media Studies 

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Urban Planning

Why the San Francisco Chronicle? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing full runs of the 
San Francisco Chronicle, which offers coverage of 1865-1922, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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St. Louis Post-Dispatch (1874–2003)
Award-winning news, sports and culture coverage from the Midwest

KATE CHOPIN. Tennessee Williams. Chuck Berry. Miles Davis. These are just some of the cultural icons of St. Louis featured in 
the city’s long-running newspaper, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. In addition, the publication includes coverage of all nine of the St. 
Louis Cardinals championships, an NBA title for the St. Louis Hawks in 1958 and the St. Louis Rams 2000 Super Bowl victory. 
The Post-Dispatch is also the nation’s first paper with a color comics section. 

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch was noted for its investigative reporting and human interest stories. Created by Joseph Pulitzer of 
two pre-existing newspapers, the Post-Dispatch is the only St. Louis newspaper still in print. It was the incubator for several 
well-known writers, including Mark Twain, who wrote for the newspaper from 1874 to 1891. In addition to valuable coverage of 
pivotal regional events – the history of Anheuser-Busch, a massive smog problem, the completion of the landmark Gateway 
Arch – the daily publication provides a uniquely Midwestern perspective of local, national and international news.

For researchers seeking authoritative insight on business, culture, African-American history, U.S. history, natural disasters, 
genealogy and much more, the digitized pages of this newspaper (1823-2003) are a valuable resource in a variety of fields, 
including history, political science, African-American studies, genealogy and more. As Joseph Pulitzer’s first newspaper, the   
St. Louis Post-Dispatch is an especially important research tool for journalism scholars today.

Curriculum Focus

• African American Studies
• Anthropology
• Arts and Literature
• Culture
• Economics
• English Studies

• Genealogy
• Government
• Industrialization
• Journalism Studies
• Media Studies
• Multidisciplinary

• News
• Political Science
• Sports History
• U.S. History
• U.S. Migration

Why the Post Dispatch? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of events over time by browsing full-text, full-
image issues of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which offers full-run coverage of 1874-2003, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-cover 
searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by page and cross-search key words in context article. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with 
hit-term highlighting, high-resolution grey-scale images, and search and download in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.” 

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/


A PROGRESSIVE VOICE ON FLORIDA’S conservative west coast, the Tampa Bay Times is one of the top 10 newspapers in 
the United States. Known as the St. Petersburg Times until 2012, this publication is owned by the Poynter Institute for Media 
Studies, a non-profit school of journalism. This unique ownership structure ensures the newspaper’s independent voice and 
makes it an invaluable resource n the study of journal and philanthropy. 

From “true” to “pants on fire,” reporters and editors of the St. Petersburg Times ranked statements from government officials 
and interest groups during the 2008 presidential campaign through its fact-checking initiative, PolitiFact.com. For this 
revolutionary tool – which examined more than 750 political claims during the 2016 election cycle, empowering readers to 
distinguish between evidence-based reporting and rhetoric – The St. Petersburg Times/Tampa Bay Times won one of the 12 
Pulitzer Prizes it’s been awarded since 1964. 

The paper has also been honored for its coverage of regional concerns, such as the urban growth of neglect in Florida mental 
hospitals and corruption in a local sheriff’s office. The St. Petersburg Times/Tampa Bay Times is an exceptional primary source 
for scholarship on local, national and international history dating from 1901-2009, as well for students honing critical-thinking 
skills to discern fact-based information. 

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology

• Arts & Literature

• Business

• Culture

• Economics

• English Studies

• Government

• Journalism Studies

• Media Studies

• Multidisciplinary

• News

• Political Science

• Sports History

• U.S. History

• Urban Planning

Why St. Petersburg Times/Tampa Bay Times?  

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of events over time by browsing full-text, full-
image issues of the St. Petersburg Times/Tampa Bay Times, which offers full-run coverage of 1901-2009, including news 
articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by page and cross-search key words in context article. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with 
hit-term highlighting, high-resolution grey-scale images, and search and download in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

St. Petersburg Times/Tampa Bay Times 
(1901-2009)
One of the top 10 U.S. newspapers

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Wall Street Journal (1889–2001)
Today’s leading business publication

IN 1889, DOW JONES & Company first published The Wall Street Journal (formerly known as the Customers’ Afternoon Letter) as 
a markets-focused newspaper for the country’s then-fewer than 200,000 shareholders. Today, it focuses not only on the stock 
market, but on all aspects of global business, economics, consumer affairs, and trends and issues. 

Online researchers have access to more than 100 years of The Wall Street Journal’s accurate reporting, exclusive analysis, 
agenda- setting editorials, and controversial opinions. In addition to the printed stories, researchers also can study the charts, 
stock tables, graphics, and illustrations featured in the publication. 

With this resource, users can study the development of industries and companies across decades, monitor the 
implementation and effects of fiscal policies on the global economy, study opposing viewpoints at critical times in the world’s 
history, and more. This title is especially appealing to those interested in business, finance, economics, and journalism. 

To see why The Wall Street Journal is today’s leading business publication, start here, with ProQuest. 

Curriculum Focus

• Accounting

• Business

• Consumer Affairs

• Economics 

• Finance

• Global Business

• Journalism

• Management

• Multidisciplinary 

• Stock Market

Why The Wall Street Journal? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
Wall Street Journal, which offers coverage of 1889-2001, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Washington Post (1877–2002)
An unparalleled resource for comprehensive political reporting

KNOWN FOR ITS comprehensive political reporting, first-rate photo essays, Pulitzer Prize-winning editorial writing, and 
unmatched investigative reporting, the historical Washington Post (1877-2002) is an unparalleled resource for today’s budding 
journalists, political historians, and students of government. 

The Washington Post was the first newspaper in Washington to publish seven days a week. Early contributors included Joseph 
Pulitzer and a relatively unknown, un-bylined Theodore Roosevelt, who contributed stories about the West. Beginning in the 
1940s, the newspaper featured editorial cartoonist Herbert L. Block (“Herblock”), who used his drawings to express indignation 
with political leaders and to “raise hell.” He coined the term “McCarthyism” in the 1950s and was unrelenting in his graphic 
characterization of Richard Nixon. 

This newspaper is perhaps most famous for a series of stories that began with a break-in at the Watergate office complex in 
1972. When it was all over, reporters Woodward and Bernstein were household names, and President Nixon had resigned in 
disgrace. To uncover even more Washington intrigue and drama, start here, with ProQuest. 

Curriculum Focus

• American History

• Culture

• Economics

• Global Security

• Government

• International Politics

• International Studies

• Military History

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Public Policy

• Security

Why The Washington Post? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the 
Washington Post, which offers coverage of 1877-2002, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/


Historical International Newspapers

For global perspectives of historic news and issues, each of these international 
newspapers empowers researchers to study the progression of events as they 
unfolded through news articles, editorials, photos, advertisements, obituaries  
and classifieds. 

Scholars of literature and the arts, world history, colonialism and post-colonialism, international relations, 
politics, economics and ethnic studies can browse complete issues of these papers or focus on relevant 
information with the ability to search cover-to-cover according to keywords, dates, author, and more. 

The development of social policy. The Russian Revolution. Nelson Mandela’s release from freedom. The 
launch of the Titanic. Fashion. War. Famine. Pieces written by the likes of George Orwell, Miriam Lord, Tony 
Blair, Clive James and Bill Clinton. Researchers have access to the world’s most significant facts, opinions 
and events in history in the pages of these historical newspapers. 
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Chinese Newspapers Collection (1832–1953) 
Critical perspectives on more than 100 years of modern Chinese history

TRAVEL BACK IN time, during the turbulent 120 year period from 1832 to 1953, with 12 English-language Chinese historical 
newspapers providing critical perspectives and first-hand accounts on the ending of more than 2,000 years of imperial rule 
in China, the Taiping Rebellion, the Opium Wars with Great Britain, the Boxer Rebellion and the events leading up to the 1911 
Xinhai Revolution, and the subsequent founding of the Republic of China. 

Every part of every page is searchable, including editorials, cartoons, advertisements, and classified ads that illuminate history 
as much as the articles. 

This unique collection is cross searchable with all of ProQuest’s historical and current newspapers, as well as with other 
resources your library subscribes to on ProQuest.

Titles

• North China Herald

• The China Press

• China Critic

• China Weekly Review

• Chinese Recorder

• Chinese Repository 

• Peking Daily News

• Peking Gazette

• Peking Leader 

• Shanghai Times

• Shanghai Gazette

• Canton Times 

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology

• Asian/Chinese/Japan Studies

• Colonial Studies

• Ethnic Studies

• History 

• Political Science

• Sociology

Why the Chinese Newspapers Collection? 

• Full access to this authoritative account of Chinese history: This collection of 12 English-language Chinese historical 
newspapers, which offers coverage of 1832-1953, provides valuable insight into political and social life of China during 
this turbulent 120-year period in modern Chinese history. Advertisements, editorials, cartoons, and classified ads are also 
included in the resource, as they illuminate as much history as the articles. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of leading Chinese newspapers including North China Herald, China Critic, Chinese 
Recorder, and the Shanghai Gazette, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross searching all of 
ProQuest’s historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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THE GLOBE AND MAIL is Canada’s largest circulation national newspaper and is typically cited as being “Canada’s Newspaper 
of Record.” The Globe was founded in 1844 by Scottish immigrant George Brown, a liberal who later became a Father of the 
Confederation, and in 1936 merged with The Mail and Empire and became The Globe and Mail. While the paper was largely 
known as a general conservative voice of the business establishment, it did have some liberal sway; an editorial in a 1967 
issue coined the phrase “The State has no place in the bedrooms of the nation.” 

The Globe and Mail, as Canada’s National Newspaper of Record, is a great complement to the historical New York Times        
with Index. 

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology

• Business

• Canadian Studies

• Communication

• Culture

• Government

• History

• Human Development

• International Studies

• Journalism

• Literature

• Marketing

• Media Studies

• Political Science

• Sociology 

Why The Globe and Mail? 

• Full access to this authoritative account of Canadian history: This historical newspaper provides valuable insight into 
the political and social life of Canada during the 19th and 20th centuries. It includes searchable access to all parts of the 
newspaper, including content like advertisements, editorials, cartoons, and classified ads that illuminate history. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of this leading Canadian title, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by 
cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical and contemporary newspapers as well as other  historical resources. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

The Globe and Mail (1844–2014)
Canada’s National Newspaper of Record

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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THE GUARDIAN (1821-2003) and its sister paper, The Observer (1791-2003) give readers online access to facts, firsthand 
accounts, and opinions of the day about the most significant and fascinating political, business, sports, literary, and 
entertainment events from the past two centuries. From Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo to the Russian Revolution to Nelson 
Mandela’s release from prison, these British historical newspapers bring history to life for researchers. 

The Guardian and The Observer have reputations for fearless reporting and controversial opinions. The Guardian was first 
published in response to the Peterloo Massacre. Originally known as the Manchester Guardian, it was a Saturday-only paper 
until the newspaper stamp duty was repealed in 1855. Businessmen who hated its progressive opinions would tear the paper 
in half, throw the commentary out the train window, and only read the portion containing stock prices. 

The Observer, the world’s oldest Sunday paper, was first published in 1791. Thought-provoking writers such as George Orwell, 
Vita Sackville-West, Clive James, Philip Toynbee, and others were contributors, continuing a tradition of freedom of the press 
and providing serious coverage of politics and literature. 

Curriculum Focus

• Film Studies
• History
• Journalism
• Literature and The Arts
• Media Studies 

The Guardian (1821–2003)  
and The Observer  (1791–2003)
Fearless reporting and controversial opinions

• Multidisciplinary
• Politics
• Science and Technology
• Sports History
• Women’s Studies

Why The Guardian and The Observer? 

• Full access to these British historical newspapers: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing 
issues of The Guardian and its sister paper, The Observer, which offer coverage of 1821-2003 and 1791-2003, respectively, 
including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting these newspapers on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of these two British historical newspapers, but users can find a broader view of 
issues and events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s full-run, full-image historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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EXPLORE NEARLY 150 years of the Emerald Isle’s turbulent history, rich culture, and complex political climate with The Irish 
Times (1859-2016) and the Weekly Irish Times (1876-1958). From the aftermath of the Great Famine, the launch of the Titanic, 
and the Easter Rising of 1916, to the World Wars, the Troubles, and today’s most pressing global social issues, Ireland’s “only 
independent newspaper” lends its authoritative voice to local and international events alike. 

The Irish Times provides comprehensive news reporting as well as sports, business, arts, lifestyle coverage, and more. Each 
issue contains in-depth analysis and lively debate of current events. The Weekly Irish Times’ coverage includes The Times 
Pictorial. These titles provide access to prominent columnists, including arts commentator Fintan O’Toole, satirist Miriam Lord, 
former Prime Minister Garret FitzGerald, and opinion editorial writers like Tony Blair and Bill Clinton. 

Because complete runs of The Irish Times and the Weekly Irish Times have been captured, researchers can follow the 
progression of events — and even the newspaper’s evolution from “new conservative daily paper” to today’s more progressive 
publication — over time. 

Curriculum Focus

• History

• Journalism

• International Studies

• Literature and The Arts

• Multidisciplinary 

• Politics

• Religion

Why The Irish Times and the Weekly Irish Times? 

• Full access to these historical newspapers: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
The Irish Times and the Weekly Irish Times, which offers coverage of 1859-2016 and 1876-1958, respectively, including news 
articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s full-run, full-image historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

The Irish Times (1859–2016) and  
the Weekly Irish Times (1876–1958)
Ireland’s “only independent newspaper”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Jerusalem Post (1932–2008)
Historically influential news source of the Middle East 

FOUNDED IN 1932 as The Palestine Post, this paper established itself as the top English-language paper of the Middle East and 
Jewish world. Popular with British servicemen and women stationed in the region, as well as readers in Cairo and Alexandria, 
the paper had strong readership in both Jewish and Arab cities throughout Palestine. The publication fervently supported the 
struggle for a Jewish homeland and freely opposed British restrictions on Jewish immigration. 

In 1948, only months prior to the declaration of Israel as an independent state, terrorists parked a stolen vehicle loaded with 
explosives outside the newspaper office in the center of Jerusalem. The devastating attack left three people dead, dozens 
injured, and the presses completely destroyed. Yet, by the next morning, the latest edition of The Palestine Post was out in print, 
albeit in a reduced format, run off at small local print shop. 

The publication came to be known as The Jerusalem Post in 1950. Over the decades, the paper espoused a left-leaning 
perspective that shifted to the right in the 1980s. It is regarded as one of the world’s most important newspaper titles, with in-
depth historical coverage of regional and world events, and excellent resource for researchers of a various topics. But perhaps 
above all, this collection of digitized pages from The Jerusalem Post archives (1932-2008) particularly tells firsthand the history 
of the state of Israel. 

Curriculum Focus

• Economics  

• Ethnic Studies

• International Relations

• Judaism 

• Middle Eastern Culture

• Political Science 

• World History

Why The Jerusalem Post? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
The Jerusalem Post, which offers coverage of 1932-2008, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Korea Times (1956-2016)
A long view of regional and international issues and events 

THE OLDEST AND most influential English-language newspaper in Korea, The Korea Times is globally recognized for its 
coverage of international business, economic and financial news – historically through contemporary times – as well as its 
perspective on regional issues and events. 

From South Korea’s diplomatic relationship with its neighbors such as China, Russia and Japan, to the nuclear crisis in 
North Korea and relations between Korea and the U.S., The Korea Times provides a broad overview of issues over time. It 
offers deeper insight and analysis of such critical events as the April Revolution of 1960; the Vietnam War; the attempted 
assassination South Korean President Park Chung-hee; the Axe Murder Incident in 1976, in which two US Army officers were 
killed by North Korean soldiers in the DMZ; and the end of the Cold War. 

Contemporary coverage serves as a window into modern politics, society, economy, and culture in Korea, including the 
controversial rule of Kim Jong II and Kim Jong-un in North Korea. This diverse, easily-accessible source material is an 
invaluable tool for efficient research by users in history, international relations, Korean studies, economics and more.

Curriculum Focus

• Asian Studies

• Business

• Current Events

• Geopolitical Studies

• Global Economics

• International Relations

• Korean Culture and Politics

• Military History

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Sociology

• World History

Why The Korea Times? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
The Korea Times, which offers coverage of 1956-2016, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and 
events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Indexed at the page level, users can focus on relevant information 
quickly with hit-term highlighting, searchable PDFs, and image downloads in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Scotsman (1817–1950)
An independent voice and uniquely Scottish analysis of local and global events

WHEN IT WAS founded in 1817, The Scotsman was so radical that it was considered “incendiary.” Today, it continues to provide 
an independent voice and uniquely Scottish analysis of local and global events. 

From the death of Sir Walter Scott to the death of Abraham Lincoln, from the publication of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein to 
the fashion for tea salons in Victorian Glasgow, and from the Catholic Emancipation Bill to the crash of the U.S. stock market, 
The Scotsman captured the unprecedented turmoil and change occurring on both sides of the Atlantic during the 19th and             
20th centuries. 

Because The Scotsman, part of ProQuest’s Historical Newspapers, is delivered on the same platform as The Guardian, The 
Observer, The Irish Times, and Weekly Irish Times, researchers can easily compare and contrast facts and opinions conveyed in 
these newspapers. The result is a more comprehensive understanding of the modern history of the British Isles and Ireland. 

Curriculum Focus

• Engineering

• Genealogy

• History

• Journalism

• Literature and The Arts

• Sports History

Why The Scotsman? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
Scotsman, which offers coverage of 1817-1950, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, 
cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s full-run, full-image historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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South China Morning Post (1903–1998)
Premier English-language historical newspaper from China 

GIVE INTERNATIONAL RESEARCHERS new insights into Hong Kong’s unique political and social history during the 20th 
century with online access to the South China Morning Post. This premier English-language title is known for its authoritative, 
influential, and independent reporting on all of Asia as well as its perspective of the rest of the world. 

This premier English-language historical newspaper from China advances research in the following areas, and more: 

• Chinese Revolution that overthrew the Qing Dynasty, China’s last imperial dynasty.
• Spread of the bubonic plague and adoption of the Peak Reservation Ordinance. 
• Battle of Hong Kong in December, 1941, which led to the Japanese occupation during World War II.
• Reestablishment of the British colonial government after the end of the war.
• Communist Revolution in China in 1949.
• Industrialization and economic growth of Hong Kong.

In addition to the article content, this rare archive provides the big picture with full-image views of every page, cover to cover. 
And, every part of every page is searchable, including advertisements, editorials, cartoons, and classified ads that illuminate 
history as much as the articles. 

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology
• Asian/Chinese Studies
• Business
• Communication
• Communist Studies
• Culture

• Government
• History
• Human Development
• International Studies
• Journalism

• Literature
• Marketing
• Media Studies
• Political Science
• Sociology

Why the South China Morning Post? 

• Full access to this authoritative account of Chinese history: Gain unique insights into modern Chinese history, 20th 
century politics, economics, and more by searching the entire newspaper archive, including all articles, editorials, ads,      
and photographs. 

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this leading Chinese newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and 
events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, including the Chinese Historical Newspaper Collection, 
which includes content from 12 other English-language historical newspapers from 1832-1953. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Times of India (1838–2009)
The world’s most widely circulated English daily newspaper

THE WORLD’S MOST widely circulated English daily newspaper was founded in 1838 to serve British residents of West India. 
Today this historical newspaper serves researchers interested in studying colonialism and post-colonialism, British and world 
history, class and gender issues, international relations, comparative religion, international economics, terrorism, and more. 

In its pages, The Times of India illuminates key historical events such as the Sepoy Mutiny, which led to British rule in India; 
the formation of the Indian National Congress; and the rise of Gandhi’s civil disobedience movement. It captures the 
1947 partitioning of India and Pakistan, the war over the Kashmir region, and the creation of Bangladesh. It reports on the 
assassinations of Indira and Rajiv Gandhi; the Bhopal industrial disaster, which resulted in thousands of deaths; and the rise of 
Pakistan as a nuclear power. And, it provides coverage of sports, the Indian film industry, and other stories of everyday life. 

Curriculum Focus

• Area Studies

• Colonial Studies

• Film Studies

• History

• International Studies

• Journalism

• Politics

Why The Times of India? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
The Times of India, which offers coverage of 1838-2009, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s full-run, full-image historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Toronto Star (1894–2015)
Canada’s highest circulation newspaper

THE TORONTO STAR is Canada’s highest circulation newspaper and was unique among early North American newspapers in 
its consistent advocacy of ordinary people. It was an advocate of social causes such as the welfare state, old age pensions, 
unemployment insurance, and health care. It is generally considered to be the most leftwing of Canada’s major newspapers 
and a major influence on the development of Canadian social policy. Its early opposition of the Nazi regime saw the paper 
become the first North American paper to be banned in Germany by its government. 

The historical Toronto Star provides a great historical counter balance to The Globe and Mail. 

Curriculum Focus

• Anthropology

• Business

• Canadian Studies

• Communication

• Culture

• Government

• History

• Human Development

• International Studies

• Journalism

• Literature

• Marketing

• Media Studies

• Political Science

• Sociology 

Why the Toronto Star? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the 
Toronto Star, which offers coverage of 1894-2015, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, 
cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of this leading Canadian title, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by 
cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical and contemporary newspapers as well as other historical resources. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Indexed at the page level, users can focus on relevant information quickly 
with hit-term highlighting, searchable PDFs, and image downloads in PDF format.

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Historical Black Newspapers

Essential primary source content and editorial perspectives of the most 
distinguished African American newspapers in the U.S. Each of the nine  
Historical Black Newspapers provides researchers with unprecedented access  
to perspectives and information that was excluded or marginalized in mainstream 
sources. The content, including articles, obituaries, photos, editorials, and more,  
is easily accessible for scholars of the history of race relations, journalism, local  
and national politics, education, African-American studies, and many 
multidisciplinary subjects. 

From coverage by the first black White House correspondent and stories on the cultural explosion of the 
Harlem Renaissance, to exposure of, and arguments against, social injustice, these publications reveal 
history as it was being made, by the people who experienced it. 



W.A. SCOTT II FOUNDED the Atlanta Daily World at a time when most black Americans lived in the South. He felt that “the race 
problem” could only be solved in the South, which required an informed community. Rather than reading news about African-
Americans “through the optics of a host of prejudiced white papers,” he launched his own newspaper to educate, inspire, uplift, 
and promote the expression of the Southern black community. 

Follow first-hand coverage of the infamous Scottsboro Case; read reviews of Richard Wright’s best-selling protest 
novel, Native Son; witness the fight for civil rights from a black, Southern perspective; and more through this historically                      
important newspaper. 

Home to the first black correspondent assigned to cover the White House, this newspaper continues to inform the Atlanta 
metropolitan community and beyond. More than seven decades of this newspaper’s historic coverage, online and easily 
searchable, is available from ProQuest for both researchers and readers. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why the Atlanta Daily World? 

• Full access to the voice of the Southern black community: Users can study the progression of issues over time 
by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1931-2003, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover browsing of complete issues of the Atlanta Daily World, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by 
cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as the Chicago Tribune and The New York Times with Index. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

Atlanta Daily World (1931–2003) 
The voice of the Southern black community 

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Baltimore Afro-American (1893–1988)
One of the most widely circulated African-American newspapers on the Atlantic Coast

FOUNDED BY FORMER slave John Henry Murphy, Sr. when he merged three church publications, The Baltimore Afro-American 
became one of the most widely circulated African-American newspapers on the Atlantic Coast. In addition to featuring the first 
black female reporter (Murphy’s daughter) and female sportswriters, the paper’s contributors have included writer Langston 
Hughes, intellectual J. Saunders Redding, artist Romare Bearden, and sports editor Sam Lacy, whose column influenced the 
desegregation of professional sports.

Through the decades, the newspaper fought for equal employment rights, urged African-American participation in politics, and 
advocated state-funded higher education for blacks. In the 1930s, The Afro-American launched “The Clean Block” campaign, 
which is still in existence today, to clean up inner-city neighborhoods and fight crime. It stationed correspondents in Europe 
and the Pacific during World War II, providing first-hand reports to readers.

In the 1950s, working with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the newspaper’s efforts 
contributed to the outlawing of public school segregation. To see history being made, start here.

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why The Baltimore Afro-American? 

• Full access to one of the most widely circulated African-American newspapers on the Atlantic Coast: Users can study 
the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1893-1988, 
including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of The Afro-American, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as The Baltimore Sun, Washington Post, and The Norfolk Journal        
and Guide. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Cleveland Call & Post (1934–1991)
Activism in action 

EDITOR WILLIAM O. WALKER used his newspaper to rally the masses in support of equal rights, much as civil rights leaders 
would decades later. In the 1930s, the Cleveland Call & Post called upon the local community to support the Scottsboro 
defendants with letters, clothing, stamps, and cigarettes. It also encouraged donations to the defense fund for the innocent 
youths, reminding its readers that the freedom of nine Southern black boys wasn’t all that was at stake — so were the rights of 
all black Americans to a fair jury trial. 

Through his newspaper, Walker also promoted participation in politics, urged the establishment of legal aid societies by the 
African-American community, and encouraged black solidarity and self-reliance. Today’s researchers can explore online 57 
years of the Cleveland Call & Post. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why the Cleveland Call & Post? 

• Full access to one a leading voice of the black community: Users can study the progression of issues over time 
by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1934-1991, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of the Cleveland Call & Post, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by 
cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Defender. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Latin America & Iberia Database
Important regional scholarship

THE CHICAGO DEFENDER has been a leading voice of the black community well beyond the Windy City, with more than two-
thirds of its readership outside Chicago. The newspaper was a proponent of The Great Migration, the move of over 1.5 million 
African-Americans from the segregated South to the industrial North from 1915 to 1925. It reported on the Red Summer race 
riots of 1919, and editorialized for anti-lynching legislation and the integration of blacks into the U.S. military. This newspaper 
also supported the aviation career of Bessie Coleman, the first African-American female pilot, and promoted the writing of 
Langston Hughes and Gwendolyn Brooks, poet laureate of Illinois. 

Over six decades of this newspaper’s historic coverage, online and easily searchable for both researchers and readers, is 
available from ProQuest. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why the Chicago Defender? 

• Full access to a leading voice of the black community: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing 
issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1910-1975, including news articles, photos, advertisements, 
classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of the Chicago Defender, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as the Chicago Tribune and The New York Times with Index. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

Chicago Defender (1910–1975)
Leading voice of the black community

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Los Angeles Sentinel (1934–2005)
The perspective of the Los Angeles African-American community 

FROM ITS EARLIEST beginnings when it urged African-Americans not to “spend your money where you can’t work,” the Los 
Angeles Sentinel has exposed prejudice, promoted social change, and empowered the black community. 

By accessing more than 70 years of cover-to-cover reporting, today’s readers view the Depression through the eyes of African-
Americans in the 1930s. They can follow the grass-roots struggle against the racially restrictive housing covenants of the 
1940s. Researchers can follow Roy Wilkins’ column, “The Watchtower,” and see how he attacked efforts to label civil rights 
activists as “communists” during the Cold War. Today, this independent publication continues to cover community and world 
issues from the unique cultural perspective of the Los Angeles African-American community. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why the Los Angeles Sentinel? 

• Full access to the perspective of the Los Angeles African-American community: Users can study the progression of 
issues over time by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1934-2005, including news articles, 
photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of the Los Angeles Sentinel, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by 
cross searching all ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as the Los Angeles Times and The New York Times with Index. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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FROM AN INITIAL $10 investment, the New York Amsterdam News grew to become one of the nation’s leading black 
newspapers and one of New York’s most influential black-owned institutions. For nearly a century, it has helped influence and 
promote the causes and aspirations of African-Americans. Contributors have included W. E. B. Du Bois, Roy Wilkins, Adam 
Clayton Powell, Jr., and Malcolm X.

The New York Amsterdam News captured the vibrancy and cultural richness of the Harlem Renaissance in the 1920s, 
advocated for the desegregation of the U.S. military during World War II, and fought against discriminatory employment 
practices and other civil rights abuses in the 1960s. Today, the New York Amsterdam News continues to deliver local, national, 
and international stories of interest to its multicultural readership. 

More than 70 continuous years of cover-to-cover news from this remarkable publication is available online now                    
from ProQuest. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why the New York Amsterdam News? 

• Full access to one of the nation’s leading black newspapers: Users can study the progression of issues over time 
by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1922-1993, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of the New York Amsterdam News, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as the Chicago Defender and The New York Times with Index. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

New York Amsterdam News (1922–1993)
Important regional scholarship

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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UNDER THE LEADERSHIP of P.B. Young, the “Dean of the Negro Press,” The Norfolk Journal and Guide became one of the best 
researched and written newspapers of its era, with a circulation of more than 80,000 by the 1940s. It argued against restrictive 
covenants, rallied against lynching, encouraged blacks to vote, supported improvements to city streets and water systems, 
and more. In contrast to other black newspapers, such as the Chicago Defender (with which The Norfolk Journal and Guide is 
cross searchable), this newspaper campaigned against The Great Migration of Southern laborers to the North. It was one of 
only a few black newspapers to provide on-the-scene coverage of the 1930s Scottsboro trial, and helped raise legal funds for 
the nine young black defendants. 

This Southern-based newspaper had to use a factual, unemotional tone in expressing opinions on social injustice. This 
approach attracted advertising from local and national white-owned businesses — such as Goodrich, Pillsbury, and Ford — 
that other black newspapers didn’t receive. Let these articles, advertisements, editorials, and so much more bring history to life 
for your researchers. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why The Norfolk Journal and Guide? 

• Full access to one of the best researched and written newspapers of the era: Users can study the progression of issues 
over time by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1921-2003, including news articles, 
photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of The Norfolk Journal and Guide, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as The Baltimore Sun and The Baltimore Afro-American. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

The Norfolk Journal and Guide (1921–2003)
One of the best researched and written newspapers of the era 

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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THE OLDEST CONTINUOUSLY published daily black newspaper in the U.S., The Philadelphia Tribune was founded by 
Christopher James Perry. His paper conveyed ideas and opinions about local and national issues affecting blacks in the post-
emancipation period, and today continues to serve the country’s fourth-largest African-American community. 

The Philadelphia Tribune campaigned to appoint black citizens to the board of education, city council, and, judiciary. It 
actively supported the growth of the United Way fund and launched a “clean block” program, promoting the health, safety, 
and well-being of the city’s residents. The newspaper fought against segregation and rallied against the race riots in                      
Chester, Pennsylvania. 

Start with ProQuest to access nearly 90 years of news written by and for African-Americans. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why The Philadelphia Tribune? 

• Full access to one of the oldest continuously published daily black newspaper in the U.S.: Users can study the 
progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1912-2001, 
including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of The Philadelphia Tribune, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by 
cross searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as the Pittsburgh Courier and The New York Times with Index. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

The Philadelphia Tribune (1912–2001)
The oldest continuously published daily black newspaper in the U.S.

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Pittsburgh Courier (1911–2002)
The most widely circulated black newspaper in the U.S. in the early 20th century 

URGING AFRICAN-AMERICANS to actively participate in shaping their political destinies — and often leading the charge — the 
Pittsburgh Courier was once the most widely circulated black newspaper in the U.S. in the early 20th century. 

The newspaper campaigned for increasing the number of black physicians and opening a hospital to serve the black 
community in Pittsburgh, where white facilities often refused to provide services. In the 1930s, the newspaper led a 
nationwide protest against the Amos ‘n’ Andy radio show and its advertisers because of the media’s offensive portrayal of 
African-Americans. The publication’s “Double V” campaign during World War II demanded equal rights at home for black 
soldiers risking their lives overseas. 

Through the decades, intellectuals and influential writers such as W.E.B. DuBois, Marcus Garvey, James Weldon Johnson, 
Zora Neale Hurston, and others have written columns or reported for the newspaper. For access to these writers and more, 
ProQuest offers more than 90 continuous years of the Pittsburgh Courier online. 

Curriculum Focus

• African-American Studies

• Arts and Literature

• Civil Rights

• Culture

• Genealogy 

• Education

• History

• Journalism

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Religion

• Social Sciences

• Sports History

• Urban Planning

Why the Pittsburgh Courier? 

• Full access to one of the most widely circulated black newspaper in the U.S. in the early 20th century: Users can study 
the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of the historic newspaper, which offers coverage of 1911-2002, 
including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover browsing of complete issues of the Pittsburgh Courier, but users can find a broader view of issues and events by cross 
searching all of ProQuest’s historical newspapers, such as The Philadelphia Tribune and The New York Times with Index. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Users benefit from the ability to search by more than 20 article types, 
keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on relevant information quickly with hit-term 
highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/


Historical American 
Jewish Newspapers

For historical coverage of regional, national, and international Jewish news and 
interests, the newspaper titles in this collection support in-depth research from a 
unique perspective. From news coverage and editorial perspectives issues related to 
the Holocaust, immigration and Zionism, to culture, genealogy and religious studies, 
these newspapers bring to life events, places, and people, highlighting a point of view 
not readily available or often included in mainstream media. 

The international politics behind the establishment of Israel. The appointment of the first Jewish Supreme 
Court Justice. Spotlighted Jewish figures in art and literature. Developments in American Reform Judaism. 

Scholars have the ability to explore issues and events such as these as they unfolded, from the 
perspectives of the people who were there. 



Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

FOUNDED IN NEW York City in 1857, The American Hebrew was established as the weekly source of news impacting 
international Jewish communities. Reports on the persecution of Jews in Romania and Russia, and the subsequent influx 
of Jewish immigrants to the U.S., were of intense interest to readers of the paper. In 1919, the publication featured an 
article called “The Crucifixion of Jews Must Stop!” by former New York governor Martin H. Glynn, where he cried out against 
the poor living conditions and treatment of Jews across Europe following World War I – a situation he discerned as a                    
potential “holocaust.” 

The American Hebrew also spotlighted Jewish figures in arts and literature, such as Emma Lazarus, who gained posthumous 
fame when her sonnet “The New Colossus” was inscribed on the base of the Statue of Liberty in 1912. The poet published the 
first poem she translated from the original Hebrew in an 1883 issue of the newspaper, and she joined her voice with other writers 
to advocate for opportunities in industrial education for Russian refugees. A special issue commemorating the death of Lazarus 
in 1884 featured tributes from such literary luminaries as Robert Browning, Edgar Rice Burroughs and John Greenleaf Whittier. 

Upon merging with The Jewish Messenger in 1903, the newspaper was officially known as The American Hebrew and Jewish 
Messenger. For students and researchers from a variety of fields, including U.S. and world history, culture, and Jewish studies, 
the digitized pages of this historic publication (1857-1922) are an invaluable resource from a Jewish American perspective in a 
rapidly changing world.

Curriculum Focus

• Art and Literature

• Education

• Genealogy

• Judaism 

• U.S. History

• Political Science 

• Social Activism

• World History

Why The American Hebrew and Jewish Messenger? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues 
of The American Hebrew and Jewish Messenger, which offers coverage of 1857-1922, including news articles, photos, 
advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

The American Hebrew  
and Jewish Messenger (1857–1922)
A Jewish American perspective in a rapidly changing world

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/

https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The American Israelite (1854–2000)
National, regional, and local news for the Jewish community

“LET THERE BE LIGHT” has been the motto of The American Israelite since it was first published in 1854 with the intention to 
illuminate principles of Jewish faith and instill a sense of community among American Jews who often lived in geographically 
dispersed locations. Originally printed as The Israelite until 1874, this weekly is considered the longest-running English-
language Jewish newspaper available in the country.

Published in Cincinnati, OH, the paper was started by Rabbi Isaac Mayer Wise, best known as the founder of Reform Judaism 
in the U.S. The American Israelite published numerous editorial columns ardently in defense of the civil and religious rights of 
all Jews, written by Wise. These efforts eventually led to the formation of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations which 
he initiated in Cincinnati. Wise also frequently penned columns calling for a Jewish educational institution, resulting in the 
establishment of the Hebrew Union College. Additionally, Wise also wrote several novels which were published as serials in   
his newspaper. 

For insight into the growth and development of Reform Judaism in the U.S., the digitized issues of The American Israelite 
(1854-2000) provide a valuable record of events and issues as they unfolded. Access to these primary source materials will 
be of benefit to students and researchers interested in culture and civil rights history, as well as national and world news 
presented from a Jewish American perspective. 

Curriculum Focus

• Civil Rights

• Education

• Genealogy

• Jewish Studies

• U.S. History 

• Political Science

• World History

Why The American Israelite? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
American Israelite which offers coverage of 1854-2000, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Jewish Advocate (1905–1990)
A historical perspective on the development of Jewish-American culture

THE JEWISH ADVOCATE was first printed in Boston, 1909, by Jacob deHass, executive secretary to the founder of modern 
political Zionism. With the intention to serve and unite the booming Jewish community throughout New England, The Jewish 
Advocate was formed to instruct on matters of the Jewish faith and to champion the establishment of a Jewish state. Briefly, 
the newspaper was also published as The Jewish Home Journal and The Boston Advocate. 

The pages of The Jewish Advocate gave voice to the publication’s staunch support for the appointment of Louis Brandeis as 
the first Jewish Supreme Court Justice in the U.S, and nearly thirty years later for the foundation of Brandeis University in 
Waltham, MA. In the years leading up to the World War II, the newspaper was also a rare voice in the media to warn of Hitler’s 
rise to power in Europe, and the threat it posed for Jewish people. Following the war, organizations formed to rebuild the lives 
of Jewish refugees found support and a forum for discussion and debate in the weekly publication. 

The Jewish Advocate continues to be a primary source of regional, national and international news and information for 
subscribers in New England and across the U.S., as well around the world. This digital newspaper archive (1905-1990) 
provides an in-depth historical perspective on issues and events pertaining to the rise of Zionism and the development of 
Jewish-American culture. 

Curriculum Focus

• Education

• Local History

• Genealogy

• Judaism 

• U.S. History

• Foreign Relations

• Political Science

• World History 

Why The Jewish Advocate? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
Jewish Advocate which offers coverage of 1905-1990, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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The Jewish Exponent (1887–1990)
“Devoted to the Interests of the Jewish People”

THE JEWISH EXPONENT first hit the presses in 1887, founded by a group of 43 prominent Philadelphia businessmen. This 
stock ownership was meant to ensure the newspaper represented the entire community while serving in its coverage of local, 
national and international news. Charles Hoffman, a native Philadelphian lawyer and rabbi, as well as an ardent Zionist, served 
as the publication’s first editor and publisher. He penned a weekly column, “Men and Things” as a platform to explore issues of 
conservative Judaism.

From the early days of the worldwide Zionist movement, The Jewish Exponent staunchly supported the establishment of a 
Jewish homeland and carried news of developments in Israel. Other topics the publication championed and brought to the 
attention of readers in the early and mid-20th century included Jewish immigration and the expanding influence in American 
public life. Over the decades The Jewish Exponent has not only been a primary source of news and information, but also a 
forum for stimulating discussion and debate. The publication has received annual awards from the American Jewish Press 
Association for excellence in Jewish Journalism. 

This historical archive (1887-1990) benefits scholars and researchers interested in national and world history, Jewish culture, 
local genealogy, foreign relations, social issues and numerous other academic subjects. In addition, The Jewish Exponent 
provides a valuable historical perspective on the rise of Zionism, issues related to Jewish immigration, and the development of 
Jewish-American culture. 

Curriculum Focus

• Culture

• Education

• Foreign Relations

• Genealogy

• Judaism 

• Local History

• Political Science

• Sociology

• U.S. History

• World History

Why The Jewish Exponent? 

• Full access to this historical newspaper: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of The 
Jewish Exponent which offers coverage of 1887-1990, including news articles, photos, advertisements, classified ads, 
obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author and more. They can also focus on 
relevant information quickly with hit-term highlighting and download articles and images in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Specialty Historical Newspapers



Communist Historical Newspapers
Publications of the Communist Party USA, 1919-2013 

A UNIQUE LOOK AT HISTORY, through the eyes of the Communist Party USA. Workers’ rights, social issues, national and 
international politics, culture and Party activity are just some of the topics to be explored on the pages of these Communist 
Party newspapers, featuring such notable contributors as writer Richard Wright, folk singer Woody Guthrie and political 
cartoonist Robert Minor. 

These publications were not only used by Party members to share news and exchange ideas. A large number of subscribers in 
the late 1950s-1960s were CIA agents or front companies linked to the CIA, according to ex-agent Philip Agee. He claimed that 
funds from CIA subscriptions prevented one of the titles, Daily Worker, from having to shut down. 

While much of the content in these newspapers focuses on workers’ rights and organized labor (a boon to scholars in these 
fields), other articles and ads reveal a glimpse of the people who made up the Communist Party. Reviews of books and 
performances, invitations to social events, analysis of international news and events from a decidedly left-wing perspective 
make Communist Historical Newspapers a unique resource across the curriculum.

Curriculum Focus

• American Culture

• Arts & Media

• Civil Rights

• Communist Studies

• Labor Studies 

• International Affairs

• Multidisciplinary

• Political Science

• Race Relations

• Social Sciences

• Social Movements

• U.S. History

Why Communist Historical Newspapers? 

• Full access to historical newspapers: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing issues of 
newspapers from the Communist Historical Newspapers, which offers coverage of 1919-2013, including news articles, 
photos, advertisements, classified ads, obituaries, cartoons, and more.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this newspaper on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-to-
cover searching and browsing of complete issues of this newspaper, but users can find a broader view of issues and events 
by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Digitized at the page level, users can focus on relevant information 
quickly with hit-term highlighting, searchable PDFs, and image downloads in PDF format. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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PROQUEST® CIVIL WAR ERA
Newspapers and Pamphlets (1840–1865)

“The content alone will make U.S. history 
researchers salivate.... The contexts and 
connections this material will provide to 
Civil War-era scholars are tremendous.”

—Cheryl LaGuardia, Research Librarian, Harvard University, 
Library Journal,  September 15, 2007
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ProQuest Civil War Era
Rare primary source newspapers and pamphlets (1840-1865)

SPANNING THE HOMEFRONT TO BATTLEFIELD, ProQuest Civil War Era covers every aspect of this tumultuous time in 
American history, including the politics of slavery, draft riots, dispatches from the warfront, westward expansion and the 
assassination of Abraham Lincoln – examined through different perspectives passionately expressed in newspaper articles, 
letters to the editor, pamphlets, speeches and reports from the North and South.

Through a single search, ProQuest Civil War Era provides a window through which researchers gain regional perspectives and 
a broader understanding of the arguments and events leading to the war and of the war itself. This comprehensive collection 
captures personal stories from individuals directly impacted by the war, as well as the ripple effect of war throughout the 
culture – in literature, economics and technology, for example –  offering the most dynamic view of a country fighting to 
define its identity. 

Encompassing nearly 2000 pamphlets and complete runs of eight newspaper titles previously unavailable digitally, ProQuest 
Civil War Era is a must-have collection not only for scholars specializing in this area, but for studies of American history and 
culture. By exploring the digital versions of these rare primary source documents, users are empowered to pave their own 
research pathways and perform their own analysis about pivotal events of the U.S. Civil War.

Curriculum Focus

• American Culture

• Black History

• Civil War

• Government

• Industrialization 

• Military History

• Political Science

• U.S. Legal History 

• U.S. Migration

• Technology

Why ProQuest Civil War Era? 

• Full access to historical newspapers and pamphlets: Users can study the progression of issues over time by browsing 
both pamphlets and issues of newspapers from the ProQuest Civil War Era, which offers coverage of events preceding and 
during the U.S. Civil War from 1840-1865.

• Insight into multiple perspectives: Not only does presenting this unique content on the ProQuest platform allow for cover-
to-cover searching and browsing of complete issues of the eight newspapers, but users can find a broader view of issues 
and events by cross searching all of ProQuest’s complete runs of historical newspapers. 

• User-friendly support tools to facilitate research: Offered on the intuitive ProQuest platform, users benefit from the ability 
to search newspapers and pamphlets together by more than 20 article types, keyword, date ranges, specific dates, author 
and more. 

• Award-winning, user-friendly interface: ProQuest was awarded Best Interface in the 2015 Charleston Advisor Reader’s 
Choice Awards: “It is much more intuitive and easy to use than previous versions. It includes improved document viewing, easier 
navigation…Kudos to ProQuest.”

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Other Historical Newspaper Sources



Newspapers in Microfilm
Traditional microfilm newspaper archives to fit your library programs and budgets

THE INDUSTRY’S BROADEST and deepest collection of microfilm newspapers from around the world is available to meet 
your library’s research and preservation needs. Newspapers in Microfilm provides an affordable and flexible way for libraries to 
maintain access to newspaper archives, with choices from a huge collection of traditional microfilm in our vaults.  

ProQuest’s Newspapers in Microfilm program has led the market in providing libraries with archival newspaper ownership for 
over 70 years. ProQuest offers thousands of the world’s leading newspaper titles, including international titles, for subscription 
in traditional microfilm. A variety of film formats are available from our extensive film vault, to accommodate a variety of 
programs, equipment and budgets. All of the newspapers are browseable, uncut and in full image — complete with editorials, 
photos, charts, graphs, and other visual material. Contact your representative for a full title list.

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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Newspapers.com Library Edition
Access to thousands of historical newspapers 

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY ProQuest into library markets worldwide, 
Newspapers.com Library Edition provides online access to nearly 7,000 
historical newspapers. It offers full-page images with searchable full text for 
millions of pages of newspapers dating from the early 1700s into the early 
2000s. Newspapers.com Library Edition contains full runs and portions of runs 
of known, regional, and state titles to small local newspapers in the United States and other countries.

Invaluable for researchers, historians, genealogists, educators and students, Newspapers.com Library Edition provides 
enhanced opportunities for longitudinal and comparative analysis of historical events and people. With ongoing updates and 
new content continually being added, there’s always more to be discovered.

The Newspapers.com Library Edition database has been packaged to meet any library’s budgetary and research needs. 
Libraries can subscribe to the entire database (world collection), multi-state collections, or state-level collections. It is a natural 
complement to the ProQuest Historical Newspapers digital archive.

Why Newspapers.com Library Edition? 

• An easy-to-use remote access digital resource with search, browse, save and share capabilities that are designed 
specifically for newspaper research

• Newspapers can be quickly searched by viewing available titles grouped by location on a modern map

• Narrow search results using title counts provided by location, or broaden the scope of results using traditional search 
techniques, like keyword, location and time period or newspaper name

• Clip, save, and share images via social media sites such as Facebook, Pinterest, and Twitter

• Covers a variety of interests, including pop culture, societal attitudes, and family history

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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At ProQuest, we know news outlets are among researchers’ most sought-after sources of content. 

Providing scholars, educators and students with access to fully digitized, searchable pages from premier newspapers 
featuring historical and contemporary events, from the U.S. and around the world, is one of our top priorities. 

In addition, we help users exploring current and historical news go even farther and deepen their research insights by 
converging an extraordinary range of unique content with intuitive workflow tools. 

Our complementary sources, products and solutions empower users to discover and gather information more efficiently       
and effectively to simplify research experiences, enabling them to focus on success in learning. 

Complementary Sources



Content Delivery Service
Historical content delivery service

THE POTENTIAL TO mine and analyze historical and other content sets is becoming realized in ways that were not 
possible even five years ago.  Algorithms run against vast amounts of data can glean historical patterns and insights 
that were previously not recognized. To be successful, researchers need large volumes of information structured and in                
machine-readable formats.  

ProQuest now provides a service to allow researchers delivery of content for research purposes. 

Historical & Primary Source Content Available for Delivery

Customers who have purchased ProQuest historical and/or primary source PAL products can obtain selected content for 
research purposes.

The ProQuest Content Delivery service is available for selected historical and primary source content including:

• American Periodicals

• British Periodicals

• Congressional

• DNSA

• EEB

• EEBO

• Executive Branch Documents

• Historical Newspapers (PAL years of content only at this time!)

• History Vault

• Periodicals Archives Online

• U.K Parliamentary Papers

Other content sets may be available.

Pricing

A Perpetual Archive License (PAL) to the content is required for content delivery.

The pricing for this service is done on a cost-recovery basis. The cost for content delivery is dependent upon the volume 
of content and selected delivery method and covers the costs for selecting, formatting, processing and storing the          
requested content. 

Delivery Method

Content may be delivered via hard drive or via digital file transfer.

Data Delivery

Content delivered will consist of page images (if applicable) and structured XML files that contain:

• Basic metadata fields required for text mining. For historical newspapers this includes data such as the newspaper title, 
date, page number, article types, etc. 

• OCR text that is fully searchable. 

To learn more or contact us, visit https://www.proquest.com/products-services/news-newspapers/
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